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"Mr. Chen, why would the Shen family suddenly declare war on the New City Group, hasn't Xincheng already been
handed over to me?"

Although Ning Kun has intended to leave, but the play still has to be played out, always have to do things with a
beginning and an end in order not to cause suspicion.
And not to Ning Kun's surprise, Chen Jingdao in this matter in the face of Ning Kun indeed hold a trace of apology.
After hearing Ning Kun's words, Chen Jingdao turned around to look at Ning Kun with a hint of tiredness in his
expression.
"Ning Kun, you are a good boy, I am relieved that Xincheng is entrusted to you, but this time the Shen family declared
war on Xincheng for not you, but me."

Ning Kun looked at Chen Jingdao with a calm expression, nodded at his words but did not go too far to evaluate what,
after all, the next end we all know.
As expected, Chen Jingdao waved his hand and soon after the door came in a person.
Chen Jingdao looked at the visitor nodded and spoke "This is my master's son, he will take over your position, this time
as I am a bad old man sorry."

After saying this, Chen Jingdao looked at the young man standing next to him and said "Ran Sheng, get to know Ning
Kun, this time he took care of the new Cheng very well, you should learn more from him."

Ran Sheng is Chen Jingdao early master left behind the son, has been in the new sincere investment department as a
manager.
For Chen Jingdao, who raised himself and his mother since childhood, Ran Sheng would not hesitate even a little to die
for him, not to mention going to war with the Shen family.
After hearing Chen Jingdao's words, he nodded slightly and walked forward to Ning Kun extended his hand and said in
a deep voice "I know, this period of time, some of the internal contradictions of the new Cheng is also very well
organized by you."

Ning Kun looked at Ran Sheng nodded slightly, many times just a handshake will be able to feel out what kind of ability
the other party has in the end, the ability is good.
Just a moment, Ran Sheng even brought a faint sense of threat to Ning Kun!

This makes Ning Kun for a while some can not see Chen Jingdao this person, keep him around at the same time also in
the company put down such a powerful character.
Chen Jingdao looked at Ning Kun nodded and spoke, "All right, Ran Sheng you go down and get ready, I'll find you
later."

Ran Sheng nodded back to Chen Jingdao and then left, leaving only Chen Jingdao and Ning Kun in the president's
office.
Looking at Ning Kun's calm appearance, Chen Jingdao eyes flashed a trace of appreciation, then sat on the sofa and
looked at him and said, "I have always admired you, the main thing is that you are not surprised by the calm
temperament."
Ning Kun smiled helplessly at Chen Jingdao "Now I'm fired, right? Then there is no need for me to be reserved in front
of you."

After a burst of laughter, Chen Jingdao nodded at Ning Kun and said, "In fact, there is no need for you to be reserved in
front of me from the beginning, I like people who are capable."

"Since you are so smart you should not go to war with the Shen family, you know very well that right now is not the best
time, especially now that the Xue family is still tied up with the Shen family."

Of course, now is not the best time, if we follow Ning Kun's idea we have to wait at least another three months before
we can better kill them in one blow!
Chen Jingdao is not a fool, the business sea for nearly fifty years, he is not clear.
But he has no more time, there are some things that only she knows, such as his physical condition.
Some are born noble, some are born poor, but one thing does not change, and that is the mockery of fate.
It seems to be so fair to everyone, regardless of identity differences, fate will always land on the person.
Thinking about it Chen Jingdao shook his head somewhat helplessly looked at Ning Kun and smiled bitterly, something
like cancer is always hard to talk about.
"The truth is I don't want to make a move on the Shen family right now, but I'm running out of time, the cancer is
advanced, you're afraid you don't know, I started chemotherapy a month ago."

The room was silent for a long time, and Ning Kun looked at Chen Jingdao with shock in his eyes!
He did not expect at all that such a powerful figure would lose to a cancer!
"This, when did this matter happen, why don't I know anything about it?"

Frankly speaking, although Ning Kun was a pawn scattered around Chen Jingdao by the headquarters, but after so many
years of lurking had already developed an indefinable good feeling towards Chen Jingdao.
Such feelings are equivalent to both teachers and friends, although he is very good, but in the face of some things will still
have confusion.
Whenever this time Chen Jingdao will stand out like a master, and then use their experience slowly little by little to wake
up Ning Kun.
When Chen Ming just died, he looked at Chen Jingdao that sad look.
If it was not a strong mind, he was afraid that he would not be able to resist telling him the truth about Chen Minggang.
Chen Jingdao looked at the shock in Ning Kun's eyes and smiled faintly, as if he didn't take this matter to heart.
"I am already over seventy years old this year, even without this disease, I don't have much more to live for."
After saying this, Chen Jingdao shook his head slightly before he took out a card from his body and put it on the table.
"There are more than eighty million inside the card, it's not that I don't want to give it, but the company also needs to
shrink its capital during this period of time, so it's a little compensation for you from me."

Eighty million dollars can buy the president of the new Cheng Group position, of course not! This is like a joke!
But Ning Kun looked at the bank card on the table, but it was as heavy as if he was looking at an old man's last will and
testament.
"I think the most important thing for you to do now is to go to the hospital, not to start a war with the Shen family!"
After saying this, Ning Kun looked up at Chen Jingdao and continued, "If you are really unsure, I will help you with this
matter!"

Chen Jingdao smiled and shook his head slightly, he knew a long time ago that Ning Kun and himself were not people
of the same mind.
This is also why he would leave Ran Sheng in the company to assist his son, and bring Ning Kun around.
Now that things have come to this point, he has lost his value, and if you let Ning Kun stay, I'm afraid that Xincheng will
really have to change ownership to someone else.
"Take it, as my compensation to you, some things between us do not need to say too clear, right?"
Ning Kun heard these words silent, some things seem to be hidden after all, he also knows that Chen Jingdao has seen
through his identity.

After shaking his head with a bitter smile, Ning Kun could not help but ask, "When did you see through?"
To this question of Ning Kun he did not choose to answer, but slightly closed his eyes, as if there was no one in front of
him.
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Some things do not say open, we can all still get along again, but once the words open, there will be no chance to meet
in the future.
Chen Jingdao is not sure if he can see Ning Kun again, so for his question.
Perhaps out of a beautiful yearning in his heart, he refused to answer, but was silent until Ning Kun walked out of the
office.
Ran Sheng stood outside the office door and watched Ning Kun walk out, and after looking Ning Kun up and down
slightly once, a trace of regret flashed through his eyes.
"In fact I know you are a bit stronger than me, this time things are so troublesome, it's really not something I can handle
alone, if uncle didn't force it, I truly hope you can stay."

There is no pride in Ran Sheng's words as a superior, there is only one word between the lines, and that is sincerity.
Ning Kun looked at Ran Sheng and smiled, this young man who brought him a sense of threat in front of him is
definitely not that simple.
In addition to the other party's modest attitude, I'm afraid there are more things hidden in his hands, perhaps the same as
himself, who does not have a little secret in his body.
Thinking of this Ning Kun reached out and patted Ran Sheng's shoulder and laughed, "It's okay, I believe you can do a
good job, maybe in the future we will meet again in another way."

After saying this, Ning Kun left with a smile, his character has been completed, this is no longer the place he needs to
stay.
After walking out of the door of Xincheng Company, Ning Kun took out his cell phone and called Sally.
Sally, who was sitting in the office as usual, picked up the phone and said softly while looking at the computer and
wearing the headset, "Hey, what's up."
"I was fired from the New Cheng Group, the Shen family declared war on the New Cheng Group, the person who took
my place is Ran Sheng, this person you should know."

Sally nodded slightly after listening, then looked at the computer and said in a deep voice "Well, the son of Master Chen
Jingdao left behind, should be a good young man, I have a copy of his information here."

Ning Kun shrugged, then got into a cab and laughed, "But not for nothing, when I left, Mr. Chen gave me 80 million, as
a little compensation for me."

Eighty million is not a small amount, for Ning Kun, a person in his twenties and close to thirty, this money is enough for
him to enjoy a few years.
Sally could not help but feel slightly shocked when she heard this figure, knowing that the Xincheng Group was now
trying to save money by all means, preparing to fight a capital war with the Shen family.
"It looks like old Mr. Chen seems to have seen through you, right, your identity is exposed or not."
Hearing Sally's words, Ning Kun fell into a short silence, and then smiled bitterly and said, "No surprise, but he doesn't
seem to know where I really am."

While saying this, Ning Kun's heart rose a trace of happiness, because if the identity was exposed before the completion
of the mission.
The punishment he will face when he returns will not be less, but since the mission has been completed, such things as
identity will become irrelevant.
Sally at this time also for Ning Kun feel a burst of luck, lightly laughed twice and then said, "In that case the headquarters
side you do not go back, come to me, I have a task for you."

The two then briefly chatted a few words, Sally hung up the phone, and then looked at the computer into the meditation.
In just one morning, Shen's group and the new Cheng group of companies have produced several changes in the stock,
such a situation is like a miracle.
Because these two are the big shares of the North House, to produce such a large change, the flow of funds in a short
period of time is simply an astronomical figure.
Looking at these figures, Sally let out a soft bitter laugh and did some secret calculations in her heart.
I'm afraid that since last night when the Shen family announced a war with Chen Jingdao, they have already begun to
siege the New Cheng Group in the stock market.
After gently shaking her head Sally closed her computer and closed her eyes and pondered, if you take advantage of this
time to spread out the funds in your hands and try to acquire the shares of two, you may be able to take advantage of the
opportunity to earn a hand.
But if this money is earned, I'm afraid that whether it's Chen Jingdao or Shen Wennian will hold a grudge against
himself.
When Sally was in deep thought, Jiang Hao wandered over, with two cups of coffee in his hand.

Seeing Sally's sad face, he was slightly stunned and could not help but laugh "What's wrong, what happened, look at you
look like you are not feeling well ah."

Sally took Jiang Hao handed over the coffee and laughed bitterly twice and said, "You say it, looking at the feeling of
money can not earn, it is simply too tormented."

Jiang Hao heard this almost a mouthful of coffee spewed out, looking at Sally a look of want to laugh and dare not laugh,
simply save like a comedy.
"What did you just say about money can not be earned, why I do not quite understand it?"
Sally looked at Jiang Hao's surprised look skimmed his mouth, then pointed to the phone and said "you use your phone
to search the Shen Group and New Town Group from yesterday to today's stock changes."

Jiang Hao walked to the sofa to take off the charging cell phone to look at it, just about twenty hours, the two sides have
gone up and down three rounds, such a situation is equivalent to a miracle!
"No way, it looks like the Shen family has struck quite hard this time, Shen Qing Shu this kid can ah."
Sally shrugged and got up and walked out of the desk, then walked out of the office to stand on the balcony with her back
to Jiang Hao to enjoy the warm sun.
They came back late last night and blew a little bit of cold wind.
In addition, the warm sun in winter always makes people feel comfortable, perhaps because of Jiang Hao, now Sally is
not sitting in front of the desk every day.
Jiang Hao saw Sally did not answer, so he got up and followed to the balcony and looked at Sally, "What is the
situation?"

Sally smiled lightly and said, "What can be the situation, the two families are now precisely pinched up, we sit back and
watch the tiger fight, this drama has nothing to do with us."

Jiang Hao shrugged slightly, looking at Sally a look of unconcerned could not help but complain "originally the most
should be pinched with the Shen family is the right person is me, how suddenly become Chen Jingdao old man."
Sally glanced at Jiang Hao, saw that he seemed a bit dissatisfied, so bitterly smiled and shook his head.
"Specific news will be sent soon, Ning Kun has been fired by Chen Jingdao, and now the New Cheng Group is back in
the hands of Chen Jingdao."

Saying this still, Sally can't help but feel slightly confused, why Chen Jingdao will be at this time to get rid of Ning Kun
it.

At this time he does not happen to be the most needed is Ning Kun such a talent, with him in, many things will become
more simple only.

